#VIRTUAL_PODIUM
Participant's instructions
INTERNATIONAL ONLINE FASHION SHOW AND
PHOTO POSING CONTEST #VIRTUAL_PODIUM
1. You have decided to participate in the contest. You need to register
 Come to the platform https://dance-balance.com/


Choose how many categories you will participate in:
-Shows a limitation of the virtual podium to 5 meters (a video of this fashion show,
you can record at home)
-Catwalk without limitation the virtual podium (video of the fashion show, you can
record anywhere: street, Park, shopping Mall, pedestrian pavement, bridge etc.)
-Photo posing (3 photographs-snow in the profile, in face and in free style) all photos
in full growth. Dress code: jeans in shades of blue and a white T-shirt or T-shirt that
emphasizes the figure



Register (Fill in your details, Full name, age, city, country)



Pay the registration fee of the participant here:

Sberbank
Artist: PE Shakirova Yulia Valeryevna
ITN 744500329109
Name of the bank PJSC «Sberbank»
BIC 044525225
Payment account 40802810338000133025
к/с 30101810400000000225
PE Shakirova Yulia Valeryevna, from the one acting on the basis of the certificate of
registration PE № 319745600032712 от 20.02.2019 г

Tinkoff
Name of the organization: INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR YULIA SHAKIROVA
ITN 744500329109
Payment account
40802810500001647839
PSRN 319745600032712
Bank JSC «Tinkoff Bank»
BIC 044525974
ITN 7710140679

Participation in 1 category - 40 €
Participation in 2 categories - 65 €
Participation in 3 categories - 80 €

2. In the #VIRTUAL_PODIUM (SUMMER 2021) section, you will find music that matches
your age category. Under it, you record a video of your CATWALK SHOW. Video clip with
a duration of 1 minute. It is important that the contestant is visible in full growth. Points (stops)
are allowed)
The video can be shot on a mobile phone (AMATEUR category) or on professional
equipment (PROFESSIONAL category)

3. PHOTOPOSITIONING
Your photos can also be taken on a mobile phone (AMATEURS)
PHOTO-SNAPS (Jeans in any shade of blue, a white T-shirt or T-shirt (allowed with
straps and a figure-hugging wrestling shirt). Children 7 years and younger, 8-9 years-only Tshirt.+ jeans
3 photos: In profile, in phase, in free style. Full-length. Minimal Make up, close to natural.

4. All materials must be sent to the post office: m-model-school@mail.ru
5. We are waiting for the jury's ratings!
6. All participants, regardless of the occupied place,




Are included in the international model database
Receive certificates from the project partner of the German company LR (an expert in
the field of beauty and health).
Receive electronic corporate diplomas of the contest participants

7. The finalists are (5 people in each category)
8. Winners (1,2,3 place in each category)

Contacts: 89166754724
89265225105(sms on whatsapp)
m-model-school@mail.ru (Emails marked VIRTUAL_PODIUM)
Main partner of the contest:

